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JUNIOR PRIZE ESSAYS.
The Junior Prize Essays, which were delivered
Wednesday evening, were a credit to the speakers
and delighted the large audience, which nearly
filled the Chapel. The judges rendered a decision
in favor of Elton La Forrest Towle, who spoke on
"Railway Accidents and Signals."
Each essay was upon an interesting topic, and
had been carefully and fully prepared. The facts
and details were arranged in pleasing sequence,
each one of the essayists holding the individual
attention of those present. Descriptions were
cleverly pictured and the subject matter was clear-
ly ind concisely stated in each paper. The speak-
ers delivered their essays without a fault, clearly,
evenly, and with confidence and expression.
The merits of the essays were based on the sub-
ject matter, the composition and the delivery.
The decision of the judges, announced shortly
after the close of the exhibition, was popular.
The first speaker was Ballard Freese Keith, who
chose for his subject. " Juvenal's Picture of Roman
Life." He developed his topic by showing that
Juvenal's criticism of Roman Society just before
her downfall was too severe. Mr. Keith had a
carefully prepared essay, and delivered it in excel-
lent style. In "De Monts and the St. Croix"
Chase McArthur built up some beautiful descrip-
tions and also spoke well. Miss Irene Clara Rich-
ardson spoke on "Juvenile Courts" and cited
many interesting cases, which made her theme an
attractive one.
Elton LaForrest Towle, who won the prize,
showed a perfect knowledge of his subject, "Rail-
way accidents and Signals," and clearly stated the
facts to his hearers. He described earnestly the
dangers annd responsibilities of the railroad en-
gineer, and stated the need of simpler and more
efficient signals. Mr. Towle's essay was listened
to attentively, and was well received by the au-
dience.
Miss Florence Evelyn Harvey took for her sub-
ject "Ellis Island," and in it she depicted the
various scenes, which are common on this island,
when the immigrants are disembarking and en-
endeavoring to get into the United States. "The
Influence of the American Newspaper" was a
broad subject, but well dealt with by Walter Lee
Emerson. He discoursed upon the good and
evil influences of the conservative and yellow
journalisms upon the people of this country. He
had a well written essay. Harold Arthur Rich
was unfortunately unable to appear, owing to
sickness.
The awarding committee consisted of Prof.
Eugene W. Lyman, Rev. Calvin M. Clark, and
Prof. Edgar M. Simpson.
The University orchestra furnished music be-
fore and during the speaking exhibitions.
4- -4-
THE INFORMAL DANCE.
After the Junior Speaking 'Wednesday evening
the audience adjourned to the gymnasium. where
they enjoyed a dance of fourteen numbers. The
music was furnished by the college orchestra of
six pieces, and the musicians were at their best.
Thurman C. Wescott acted as floor director and
was assisted by members of the Junior class.
During the dance the results of the speaking were
announced.
Many people came in to the dance who were not
at the speaking exhibition and a merry and good-
sized crowd was in attendnce. The affair was
entirely informal but rivalled some of the formal
affairs in respect to a good time.
+-
IVY DAY.
Thursday afternoon all members of the Uni-
versity were excused from college work in order
to witness t he annual I vy Day Exercjses. Prompt-
t. ...16111.
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ly at two o'clock prayer was offered by the Chap-
lain, B. A. Chandler. President Elton L. Towle
followed with a brief address of welcome which
was very well received. He introduced the
presentator, Francis Eaton Simmons who with a
few well chosen remarks distributed several
singularly appropriate and useful gifts among
the members of the class.
Dexter Southwell Smith delivered an excellent
oration while Deane Thomas read the class poem
in a very satisfactory manner. The history of
1909 was given by Walter Lee Emerson in which
many good natured "knocks "appeared. Harry
Sutton read the class prophecy in fine style,
Irene C. Richardsson called the roll and the class
ode was sung.
ODE.
Dear old Maine, we've learned to love Thee;
Thou hast been our guide,
Thro' our pleasures, toils, and struggles
Ever by our side.
(Chorus)
Maine, dear Maine, we pledge our hearts,
Though earth's friendships may die,
We, thy sons, will still be true,
We'll love Thee for aye.
Gentle mother, Time is passing,
Soon our course is run;
But while life lasts we'll ever cherish
Friendships here begun.
Take our gift, the frail, green ivy;
May its tendrils twine
'Round thy heart-strings, to remind Thee
Of thy children—" NINE."
President Towle then gave the charge to
Curator and then the, class assembled at
Library where the ivy was planted in
form.
JUNIOR SPREAD.
the
the
due
After the Ivy Day Exercises, Thursday, it
was a gay crowd that sat down to the Junior
Spread. The Chapel and the tables were taste-
fully decorated and the college orchestra fur-
nished music for the occasion.
The excellent repast finished, President Towle
of the Junior Class introduced the toast master,
Dean Stevens, of the B. A. Department who
with a few witty remarks and laughter provoking
stories, called on the following gentlemen : Dr.
Fellows; George Thompson, Dean Hart, R. K.
Jones, John Kendrigan, James Gannett, E. W.
Morton and L. F. Pike, all of whoM replied in
a manner befitting the occasion.
When the speech makers had finished, the
happy company broke up and drifted from the
Chapel into the Gymnasium to witness the play
"When We Were Twenty-one," given by the
Univergity Dramatic Club.
+ +-
JUNIOR PROM.
The Junior Prom, which occurs tonight will
be as it has always been, the most brilliant
function of the year. The events of Junior Week
have led up to it as a climax it being of course
the principal event of the week.
The scheme of decorations in the gymnasium
will be green; bunting, evergreens and green elec-
trical effects, being used. These will be new and
FRANCES EATON SIMMONS
liloor D;rector
original. In the Chapel, palms, evergreen and
bunting in combination with the fraternity
booths will transform it completely. The re-
ception will take place here, President and Mrs.
George Emory Fellows, Dr. and Mrs. Merritt
Caldwell Fernald and Elton LaForest Towle,
receiving.
The dance orders for the Prom. are neat and
attractive. The covers are dark green leather
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with a small seal of the University, embossed in
gold.
The patronesses will be Mrs. E. A. Balentine,
Mrs. C. A. Belcher, Mrs. H. S. Boardman, Mrs.
H. A. Chapman, Mrs. H. M. Estabrooke, Mrs.
Fay Harding, Mrs. A. L. Harvey, Mrs. J. N.
Hart, Mrs. W. D. Hurd, Mrs. N. M. Jones, Mrs.
HARRY ALFRED WHITE
Chairman of Junior Promenade Committee
Nellie Lane, Mrs. E. L. Leib, Mrs. Henry Lord,
Mrs. B. H. Moulton, Mrs. J. M. Oak, Mrs. Mary
J. Parcher, Mrs. D. F. Simmons, Mrs. J. S.
Stevens.
Mr. Francis E. Simmons will act as Floor Direc-
tor during the dance. The committee in charge
consists of Harry A. White (Chairman,) Florence
E. Harvey, John N. Jewett, and Benjamin L.
Roberts, Scott and Lockyer.
SENIOR BANQUET.
The Senior class held its banquet last Monday
evening at the Penobscot Exchange. The full
quota of the class was present and all enjoyed
such a time as they will never forget. The large
room rang with song and jest during the whole
evening. The class had some new tunes written
especially for the occasion, which were sung with
great glee by all. Although 1908 numbers
much less than the other,classes in the University,
this was counterbalanced by the volume of noise
and the friendly spirit present. The Seniors have
always been known for the latter quality, ever
since they entered the institution.
A menu was prepared which would appease the
wants of the most particular, and anyone who had
any digestive troubles forgot them.
MENU.
Blue Point on Half Shell
SOUP
Mock Turtle—Madeiro Bread Sticks
Queen Olives Sliced Cucumbers Radishes
FISH
Baked Stuffed Shad— Claret Sauce
French Fried Potatoes
ROAST
Roast Stuffed Turkey—Cranberry Sauce
Mashed Potatoes Spinach Greens
ENTREES
Potato Salad — Mayonnaise Dressing
Cocoanut Fritters — Vanilla Sauce
DESSERT
Strawberry Shortcake — Whipped Cream
Maraschino Ice Cream
Walnut Cake Chocolate Cake Gold Cake
Sponge Cake
Oranges Bananas
Nuts and Raisins Bent's Watercrackers
Roquefort Cheese
Parker House Rolls
Cafe Noir
After the inner man had been completely satisfied
Raymond Fellows as toastmaster called for the
follcr.ving interesting toasts. Every speaker gave
a response which couldn't be better. Impromptu
talks were also given by several members of the
class. Cheers resounded through the room for a
good many in particular, every one in general, and
a great many for the Alma Mater.
The toasts and speakers were as follows.
The Banquet of 1905 JOHN T. KENDRIGAN
A Two Base Hit COACII FITZMALTRICE
What We Did and What We Did'nt 
"STEVE" FARRELL
Our Law School Classmates.... EDWARD B. DAVIDSON
The '08 Co-ed DANIEL CHASE
The Class of 1908 PHILLIP I. ROBINSON
The University of Maine JAMES A. GANNETT
Impromptu 
-4- +-
Students of Harvard have petitioned Dr. Eliot,
President of the College, for the establishment of
a department of journalism. Many of Harvard's
graduates take up journalistic work. Mr. Bliss
Perry, Editor of the Atlantic Monthly, has been
mentioned as a possble head of the department.
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RALPH CHASE HARMON FREDERICK DANIEL KNIGHT
Pres. ELTON LAFORREST TOWLE, Chairman
FRANK CUMMINGS RICHARDS011 THURMAN CARY WESCOTT .
JUNIOR WEEK COMMITTEE
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THE DRAMATIC CLUB.
WHEN WE WERE TWENTY—ONE.
The presentation of When We Were Twenty-
One by the Dramatic Club of the University
last evening was the best performance of the play
given this season, and came as a successful climax
to the year's work. Every seat was taken long be-
forethe date for the play,and on Thursday evening
the audience was so large that the gymnasium,
big as it is, was taxed to the utmost in its seating
capacity. It was one of the best times ever en-
joyed by any audience, for the play went from
start to finish with a snap which made it almost
professional in character.
The program was as follows:
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Richard Carewe 0 A Wakefield, '11
Sir Horace Plumely Bart, commonly called Waddle4
W G. Gilbert, '09
Colonel Miles Graham, The Soldier Man 
S F Thomas, '08
Terrence McGrath, The Doctor H. P. Higgins, '09
Richard Terrence Miles Audaine, The Imp 
M. E. Fassett, '10
David Hirsh F E. Simmons, '09
Lord Dungelt R L. Cummings, '08
Gerald Carruthers, his cousin W A. Kimball, '09
Hughie Helrnont F G. Wadsworth, '10
Wallis Brundall H. A. White, '09
Kara Glynesk, The Firefly H. Miner, '08
Mrs. Grant Gordon L R. Lord, '08
Eileen O'Brien M. F. McCarthy, '11
Flirt S Waite, '11
Winnie Thornton 
 W. Peckham, '11
Mrs. Ericson T F. Shatney, '09
Phyllis Ericson F W Pettey, '10
Bob Landow D S. Smith, '09
Allsorts H. Carle, '10
Jacob H. Wood, '11
Waiter 0. F. Sevrens, '10
Harold Stein A B Richardson, '11
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES.
Richard Carewe's Apartments in Clements Inn,
Evening.
The same scene. The next morning.
Interior of the Athenian Club, London, at
ACT 1.
London.
ACT 2.
ACT 3.
midnight.
ACT 4. Carewe's room in Clement's Inn—Two hours
later.
Of course the hit of the evening was made by
Fassett, whose work was as near perfect as ama-
teur acting ever gets: Not only did he enter into
the spirit of the reckless dare-devil boy whose
part he took, but physically he fitted the part per-
fee tly.
Wakefield, who played the part of Richard
Carewe, was nearly the equal of Fassett, He
played one of the hardest parts in the play, and
did
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did this under difficulties, having sprained his
ankle a short time after the Waterville production.
Under such conditions a great deal of credit is due
to him.
W. G. Gilbert, in the part of Waddles, scored
another hit. He was one of the laughable char-
acters and he induced many a hearty laugh by
his attempts to be young and by his childish wis-
dom.
Wallace Brundall, the " sport ", was well taken
by H. A. White, who is particularly fitted to carry
through this part. He took this character with an
ease and naturalness which one would hardly look
for in an amateur.
The women's parts were all taken by the boys
and were especially interesting to the audience,
as it is rather a novelty to see men taking the
parts of women in these days. Among these the
part of Phyills, taken by F. W. Petty, should be
mentioned as extremely good. The part is an es-
pecially difficult one for a man to play. Mr.
Petty entered into it with a great deal of intelli-
gence and his production showed brains and work.
Another part which was done very well was that
of Mrs. Ericson, which was taken by T. F. Shat-
ney. The character has been well done and is so
natural that comparatively few have realized
its real worth, and the good work put into it.
It is in reality one of the best done characters in
the play.
Something should be said of the scenery. It
was a great improvement over last year's. The
lighting was very fine and nearly perfection. The
living room of Dick's apartments was attractive
and well arranged interior. The practical doors
and windows added much to the realism of the
scene. The color scheme was effective and har-
monized well with the draperies provided last
year. The stage furnishings were complete and
tastefully arranged, every detail being provided
for, even to the special portrait of Phyllis. The
breakfast scene in the second act, made effective
by the well trained maid, in the person of Mr. Mc-
Carthy, was a decided success. One of the great
surprises was the stage setting in the third act.
Considering the scenery was made by members of
the Dramatic Club staff, it is remarkable to
think that such an elaborate setting was possible.
Great credit is due to Wilbur Smith, '09, who has
special charge of this act, not only for his artistic
ability, but for his persistency and skill in IA-
paring this scene.
Mr. Windsor P. Daggett is the man, who of all
others has been the most interested in the success
of the Dramatic Club, and it is due to his untiring
efforts that this success has been brought about.
His experience with college men has taught him
just how to go about this kind of work, as was
shown by the drama of last evening.
Dexter Smith, '09, the manager, of the Dram-
atic Club, next to Mr. Daggett, has been the most
interested in the success of the play. Upon his
work much of the success depended and he de-
deserves much credit for so capably handling the
business management.
-+-• -+- -+-
REVIEW AND INSPECTION.
Next Wednesday afternoon the annual re-
view and inspection of the military battalion will
be held on Alumni field. Capt. P. C. Harris, U.
S. A., inspector of state militia, will conduct the
inspection. The companies have shown from
their work this year that they know considerable
military science and they will no. doubt make a
very good showing before Capt. Harris.
The following Saturday, Memorial Day, the
battalion will take part in the G. A. R. exercises
at Bangor. Capt. Brown has made arrange-
ments with the city Board of Trade whereby the
cadets will leave the campus on special cars at
12.40 P. M. On reaching Bangor they will escort
Major-General Brooks, the guest of honor, from
General Smith's residence to the Maine Central
station where they will take the special train to
Mt. Hope Cemetary. After the exercises here
they will return to Bangor and together with
Company G. of National Guard and one or two
bands will form a street parade. Then a supper
will be given the battalion by the city in the G.
A. R. rooms. In the evening, exercises will be
held in City Hall, after which cars will bring the
battalion back to Orono.
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THE students in this University feel justlyproud of the fact that they have such a man
as Steve Farrell with them and that he is satisfied
to remain here. It is not often that a college of
this size is able to obtain such a man, and his work
here this year has been of the very highest quality.
Not only has he developed a team which, although
it did not win, was a credit to the University, but
he has worked under the difficulties of not having
suitable material for any of the field events, the
pole vault and :weights being especially weak.
Mr. Farrell is not only popular with the student
but also with the faculty, and as Dean Stevens
said in a mass meeting held a short time ago, "He
is justly so, for he has gained that popularity by
being a gentleman as well as a trainer. He has no
favorites and every man has a chance for a fair
show when he makes good. Perhaps it is this
feeling of confidence which the students have in
his judgement that is as much at the bottom of
his popularity as any one thing that could be
named. What fellows need in a trainer is not
only skill and ability, but a man who is an exam-
ple and we are glad to say that we have just such
a trainer at Maine.
-4- 4-
DR. FERNALD, the oldest and most loved ofall the members of the Faculty in this in-
stitution is to retire this year after having been
identified with this University for forty years.
This year marks Dr. Fernald's seventieth birth-
day and is also the close of his fiftieth year of
teaching. Many of the old alumni are coming
back to Commencement in order to see him again
before he closes his active work here. Some of
these alumni who were in his classes in the early
days of the University now have children here
studying under him the same subjects which they
themselves studied.
Dr. Fernald is a man who has been and is still
greatly loved by all the students who know him.
His nature is so kind and gentle that every per-
son who comes in contact with him feels that he
can be sure of his sympathy. His Chapel morn-
ing is the inorning when every student realizes
more than on any other the true purpose of the
Chapel exercises.
Dr. Fernald's life in teaching has been a most
successful and satisfactory one and his interest
in teaching and love of his work has in no way
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decreased with his age. It will be with a very
great deal of regret that all connected with the
the University will see him take leave of his
position.
4- ± 
THE STATE MEET.
Last Saturday on her own field Bowdoin was
victorious in the fourteenth annual meet between
the four Maine colleges. Bowdoin scored 58
points, the University of Maine 48, Bates 18 and
Colby 2. Until the beginning of the last event,
the result of the meet was somewhat in doubt,
three points only separating the first two teams.
COACH FARRELL,
This was the fourth championship contest for the
new cup, Maine and Bowdoin now having each
won twice.
The day was perfect for a track meet, as it was
very warm, and there was not a breath of wind to
retard the runners.
There were four records broken and two others
equalled, which tends to show the excellence of
the contests. Colbath of Bowdoin reduced the
mile record of 4 minutes 38 4-5 seconds held by
Fortier of Maine to 4 minutes 34 3-5 seconds, and
the two mile record held by Bosworth of Bates
to 10 minutes 7 3-5 seconds, and Edwards of
Bowdoin cut the 220 yards hurdles tO 25 2-5
seconds, and Morrill of Bowdoin put the shot 40
feet 8 inches.
An enormous crowd watched the games, the
grand stand and bleachers being filled to over-
flowing. The Maine and Bowdoin bands livened
up the rival student bodies with their Alma Mater
songs continuously. There was never a lull , in
the cheering and the excitement was intense
throughout. The University of Maine supporters
went to Brunswick in a special train, about four,
hundred strong. When the meet was finished,
although sorely disappointed, they took defeat
in a manly way and made no excuses. Cheers
were exchanged between the Bowdoin- and
Maine delegations in the best of good spirit.
The games began at 10 o'clock in the morning,
Maine and Bowdoin qualifying the most men.
Bowdoin qualified 20, Maine 16, Bates 11 and
Colby 4.
The sports in the afternoon began with the trials
for the 100 yards dash. Elwood and Williams of
Bates, Pond of Maine and Ballard of Bowdoin ran
in the final. Pond won his race easily in 10 1-5
seconds. Colbath of Bowdoin captured the mile
in record time, running away from the field.
Hicks and Snow of Maine were second and third
respectively, yards ahead of the other competitors.
Littlefield of Maine won the 410 yards dash in
easy fashion. The high hurdles were hotly con-
tested for by Fraser of Bates and Smith of Maine.
the former winning by a small margin. Fortier of
Maine took the lead at the start of the half mile
and kept it to the end, with Bean of Maine a safe
second. Bates scored again when Williams took
the 220 yards dash. Cook of Maine was a close
second. In the two mile Colbath sprang a sur-
prise on the Maine adherents and showed himself
to be a wonderful runner lw breaking the record
in the event. Edwards of Bowdoin nosed out
Smith of Maine for first place in the low hurdles
in a fast race.
In the field events some good marks were also
made. Meserve of Maine did not have to go his
limit in the high jump. Higgins of Maine and
Brigham of Bowdoin tied for second honors.
Walden of Maine won the discus throw, which was
a pleasant surprise for the blue. Morrill of Bow-
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doin won the broad jump at 21 feet, one inch bet-
ter than Higgins of Maine. Warren of Bowdoin
threw the hammer 123 feet 10 inches, easily cap-
turing this event. Bowdoin scored eight points
in the pole vault with Deming and Burton. The
shot put resulted similarly with Morrill and New-
man the first two men.
Bowdoin scored in every event except the half
mile run and Maine drew points in all except the
shot put and the hammer throw. Bates figured in
but six and Colby in but two of the fourteen
events. In the track contests the points were
divided as follows: Maine, 32; Bowdoin, 25; Bates,
13, Colby, 2. The field events resulted in Bow-
doin obtaining 33 points, Maine 16, Bates 5 and
Colby 0. The individual champion was Morrill
of Bowdoin with 12 points. Bowdoin took first
place in seven events, second in six and third in
six; Maine won five firsts, seven seconds and three
thirds; Bates won two firsts, two seconds and
two thirds: Colby won two thirds.
The meet next year will be held on Alumni
Field.
The summaries of events and points are as
follows:
Mile run—Won by Colbath, Bowdoin; Hicks, Maine,
second; Snow, Maine, third. Time-4m. 34 3-5s. Record.
Four hundred and forty-yard run—Won by Littlefield,
Maine; Manter, Bowdoin, second; Chandler, Colby, third;
Time, 52 1-5s.
One hundred-yard dash—Won by Pond, Maine; Williams,
Bates, second; Ballard, Bowdoin, third. Time-10 1-5s.
One hundred and twenty-yard hurdles—Won by Fraser,
Bates; Smith, Maine, second; Sanborn, Bowdoin, third.
Time-16 2-5s.
Half-mile run—Won by Fortier, Maine; Bean, Maine,
second; Cole, Colby, third. Time-2m 3s.
Two hundred and twenty-yard dash—Won by Williams,
Bates; Cook, Maine, second; Ballard, Bowdoin, third.
Time-23 3-5s.
Two-mile run—Won by Colbath, Bowdoin; Slocum,
Bowdoin, second; Dyer, Maine, third. Time-10m. 7
3-5s. Record.
Two hundred and twenty-yard hurdles—Won by Ed-
wards, Bowdoin; Smith, Maine, second; Sanborn, Bowdoin,
third. Time-25 2-5s. Record.
Running high jump—Won by Meserve, Maine; Higgins,
Maine, and Brigham, Bowdoin, tied for second and third.
Height—Sit. 5fin.
Throwing discus—Won by Walden, Maine; Rowell, Bow-
doin, second; Morrill, Bowdoin, third. Distance-106ft.
9fin.
Running broad jump—Won by Morrill, Bowdoin; Hig-
gins, Maine, second; Fraser, Bates, third. Distance, 21ft.
Throwing 16-pound hammer—Won by Warren, Bow-
doin; French, Bates, second; Morrill, Bowdoin, third. Dis-
tance-123ft. 10-fin.
Putting 16-pound shot—Won by Morrill, Bowdoin;
Newman, Bowdoin, second; Schumacher, Bates, third.
Distance, 40ft. 8in. Record.
Pole vault—Won by Deming, Bowdoin; Burton, Bow-
doin, second; Scales, Maine, third. Height-10ft. 8 in.
Bowdoin Maine Bates Colby
Half-mile run 
 
0 8 0 1
440-yard run 
 
3 5 0 1
100-yard dash 
 
1 5 3 0
One-mile run 
 
5 4 0 0
120-yard hurdles 
 1 3 5 0
220-yard hurdles 
 
6 3 0 0
Two-mile run 
 
8 1 0 0
Pole vault 
 
8 1 0 0
Shot put 
 
8 0 1 0
Running high jump 
 
2 7 0 0
Hammer throw 
 6 0 3 0
Running broad jump 5 3 1 0
Discus throw 
 
4 5 0 0
—
Totals 
 
58 48 18 2
MASS MEETING.
One of the most stirring mass meetings of the
year was held in the Chapel Wednesday evening,
May 13, when a large number of students gathered
to arouse enthusiasm for track athletics and base-
ball. "Johnny" Kendrigan was there with his
pleasant smile and word ; " Buster Boyle was there
with his megaphone; Dean Stevens was there with
his wit; Mr. Jones was there with his joke; all the
captains, coaches and managers of track and base-
ball were there with short, pointed talks on their
respective lines of work. Furthermore, the band
was there with all the old tunes and some new
ones and the fellows were there with the spirit and
the noise. All these factors, worked out into a
semblance of a program, making a most success-
ful meeting.
The band commenced its opening selection
shortly after 7.30 o'clock. Then, of course, the
crowd had to be stirred up with a few yells and
some more music. After this President Kendri-
gan of the Athletic Association took charge of the
floor. Although the meeting was supposed to be
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especially for the interest of the track team, the
great victory over Colby in the afternoon de-
manded that considerable attention be given to
baseball, so the time was divided up between these
two branches of sport.
Besides the speakers already mentioned re-
marks were made by Perley Palmer, '96, and his
brother " Eddie, " '99, both captains of former
nines. For the final speech Kendrigan introduced
"Steve" Farrell, whom he called the "center" of
our athletics at Maine. "Steve was applauded
for three minutes and when he had a chance to
speak, he exclaimed, "The center takes much
pleasure." Then he went on to tell his audience
his own opinion about the meet at Brunswick.
He did not fill the students with undue confidence
but told them that Maine had an even chance of
winning.
In closing the meeting President Kendrigan
made an announcement about the special train
and took up a collection to enable the manage-
ment to convey the band to Brunswick. Then,
at 9.15, the fellows marched out to the tune of
"Our Director," each with the Maine Spirit in his
breast fully aroused.
CLASS MEET.
The Fourteenth Annual Class Meet occurred
Monday, May 11, on Alumni Field. As was gen-
erally expected the Freshmen won the meet, with
a score of 52i- points. The Sophomores were
second with 361 points, the Juniors third with 26
points, while the Seniors were only able to secure
11. The day was too windy for fast time, but this
'did not interfere with the interest felt in the meet.
Hicks, '10, broke the record in the mile run, low-
ering the time to 4 minutes, 50 1-5 seconds. The
only surprise of the day was furnished when H.
Cook, '10, won the 220 yards dash from Pond, '11.
The individual championship went to Knight, '11,
who won both the high and low hurdles. This is
the second year in which this honor has befallen
him.
In the 100 yards dash Pond, '11, won with H.
Cook, second. Littlefield, '10, won with several
yards over Walker, '11, in the quarter mile. This
was one of the best events of the day. The half
mile proved easy for Bean, '08, with Fortier, '10,
running second. In the two mile run Dyer, '10,
with a strong finish broke away from Whitney,
'11, and breasted the tape first. N. E. Smith, '11,
ran a close second tq Knight in both the hurdle
events. Captain Meserve neared the college rec-
ord in the high jump, going over 5 feet 9 inches.
Rogers, '11, cleared the bar in the pole vault at 9
feet, 6 inches, with Scott, '11, second. The broadjump, discus throw and hammer throw also went
to the freshmen,A. Cook, Waldron and Bearce res-
pectively being the winning contestants. Ray,
'09, won the shot put.
The following is the summary of events:
100 yard dash, won by Pond '11 ; Cook '10, 2nd ; Hill,
'11, 3rd. Tinie, 10 2-5 seconds.
220 yard dash, won by Cock'!); Pond '11, 2nd;
Littlefield, '10, 3rd. Time, 23 4-5 seconds.
440 yard dash, won by Littlefield '10 ; Walker '11,
2nd; Pinkham, 11', 3rd. Time, 52 1-5 seconds.
880 yard dash, won by Bean '08; Fortier '10, 2nd
Chadbourne, 10, 3rd. Time, 2 minutes, 7 seconds.
One mile run, won by Hicks, 10; Snow, '10, 2nd ;
Cook, '10, 3rd. Time, 4 minutes, 50 1-5 seconds. New
record.
Two mile run, won by Dyer '10; Whitney '11, 2nd ;
Philbrook '10, 3rd. Time, 10 minutes, 44 1-5 seconds.
120 yard high hurdles, won by Knight '09; Smith
'11, 2nd ; Drew '11, 3rd. Time, 16 4-5 seconds.
220 yard low hurdles, won by Knight '09; Smith '11,
2nd ; French '09, 3rd. Time, 27 3-5 seconds.
High jump, won by Meserve, '08 ; Higgins '09 and
Scott '11, tied for second. Height, 5 feet, 9 inches.
Broad jump, won by Cook '11, Smith '10, 2nd ; Hig-
gins '09, 3rd. Distance, 19 feet, 91- inches. •
Pole vault, won by Rogers '11 ; Scott '11, 2nd ;
Winters '10 and Hammond '11, tied for 3rd. Height, 9
feet, 6 inches.
Short put, won by Ray, '09 ; Farwell, '09, 2nd ;Cav-
anaugh '11, 3rd. Distance, 36.2 feet.
Hammer throw, won by Bearce '11 ; Black '09, 2nd ;
Ray, '09, 3rd. Distance, 104.8 fe0t.
Discus throw, won by Walden '11 ;
Morton, '08, 3rd. Distance, 95.5 feet.
Buck '11, 2nd :
Score by classes:
Events. 1908 1909 1910 1911
100 yard dash 0 0 3 6
220 yard dash 0 0 6 3
440 yard dash 0 0 5 •4
Half mile run 5 0 4 0
One mile run 0 0 9 0
Two mile run 0 0 6 3
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120 yard hurdles  0 5 0 4
• 220 yard hurdles  0 6 0 3
High jump  5 2 0 2
Broad jump  0 1 3 5
Pole vault  0 0 I 81
Shot put  0 8 0 1
Hammer throw  0 4 0 5
Discus throw  1 0 0 8
Totals  11 26 361 51-2
MAINE 4, COLBY 3.
By a magnificent exhibition of Maine
Spirit and sheer pluck, on the part of both the
team and the student body, the University of
Maine tied the score in the ninth inning of the
Colby game, May 13th, and then won the
game in the tenth. At the beginning of the ninth
the score was three to nothing in favor of Colby
and it seemed to be a forlorn hope when Maine
came to the bat in this inning. It looked even
worse when the first man up was out on a pop fly
to the short stop. Maine then started a batting
rally which in connection with two men being
hit by pitched balls tied up the score before Stan-
wood ended the inning by going out at first base.
It was an ideal day for baseball, being warm
and there very little wind. Practically
the whole student body attended the game
and assisted the team in winning by their cheer-
ing, especially in the last two innings. It was
a hard game for Colby to lose and a glorious
victory for Maine.
Neither side scored until the fourth, in which
inning Colby scored her three runs. Good
opened the inning with a clean hit to center
field and was sacrificed to second by Vail. Cary
went out at first, but Good reached third on the
out and on Tribou's hit scored along the right
foul line. Tribou went to second when Cobb
lost Tibbetts' sharp grounder and stole third
shortly after. Flood was passed, filling the
bases. Cotton's line hit into center scored
Tribou and Tibbetts. Shaw struck out, ending
the inning. The only time when Colby was
again dangerous was during the sixth, when
they had men on second and third with only
one out but good pitching pulled Ryan out of
this hole.
Maine did not score until the last half of the
ninth. Mayo was out on a pop fly to Flood.
Fulton reached first on a ground hit to third.
Cobb followed with another. Good hit Higgins
and Pond forcing home Fulton. Smith's timely
hit into left field scored Cobb and Higgins and
tied the score. Ryan and Stanwood were both
out, Good to Cary.
In the tenth inning Good led off for Colby
and was out, Ryan to Mayo. Vail was safe on
Fulton's excusable error on his hard fly into
left. He advanced a base on Cary's out; Ryan to
Mayo but was left when Tribou was thrown out
by Stanwood. Chase and Mayo were both out
and the prospects were good for at least another
irning but Fulton doubled to center and cattle
home on Cobb's hit to left for two bases, winning
the game.
For Maine the features were the hitting of
Fulton and Cobb, a clever catch by Chase in
center field and the battery work of Ryan and
Smith. The all-round work of GoOd and the
hitting of Tribou were the features for Colby.
MAINE
ab r bh po a e •
Stanwood, 2b  5 0 1 2 1 0
Chase, cf,  5 0 1 2 0 0
Mayo, lb  5 0 1 12 0 1
Fulton, If  6 2 3 2 0 1
Cobb, 3b  4 1 2 1 0 1
Higgins, ss  3 1 1 0 1 0
McHale, rf  3 0 0 0 0 0
Pond, rf f  0 0 0 8 0 0
Smith, c  4 0 1 11 2 0
Ryan, p  4 0 0 0 5 0
--
Totals 38 4 10 30 10 3
COLBY
al) r 1)11 Po a e
Shaw, cf  5 0 0 0 0 0
Dwyer, c  5 0 0 12 1 0
Good, p  5 1 1 1 6 0
Vail, rf  5 0 2 0 0 0
Cary, 11)  5 0 1 11 0 0
Tribou, If  5 1 2 1 0 0
Tibbetts, 3b  4 1 0 0 0 0
Flood, ss  2 0 0 1 0 0
Cotton, 2b  4 0 1 2 2 0
Totals 40 3 7 2g* 9
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Score by innings . .1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
U. of Maine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1-4
Colby 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0-3
The summary : — Two base hits, Cobb, Fulton.
Struck out by Ryan, 12, by Good, 9. First base on
balls, off Ryan 1. Hit by pitched ball, by Good, 3,
by Ryan, 1. Stolen bases, Tribou 2, Flood. Time, 2
hours. Umpire, Hassett.
*Stanwood out, not touching first base; game won
with two out.
-4- -4- -4-
BOWDOIN 9, MAINE 0.
In a loosely played game Maine was defeated by
Bowdoin on Alumni Field Wednesday. Maine
was held securely by Files, who pitched for Bow-
doin, in every inning except the fourth and eighth.
In these innings Bowdoin succeeded by the nar-
rowest margin, in preventing Maine from scoring.
The game by innings.
First inning. Purrington, leading off for Bow-
doin, struck out. After McDade had also struck
out Harris, singled to left and went to second on a
wild pitch. Stanwood walked. Files struck out.
Stanwood, first up for Maine, struck out. Pond
bunted toward third and beat it out at first.
Chase and Mayo both went out on flies to the out-
field.
Second inning. Manter reached second on a
hit into left field, was sacrificed to third by Bower,
and came home on a passed ball. Caldwell reach-
ed first on balls, stole second and scored on Law-
less' line drive over short, Lawless taking second
on the throw to catch Caldwell at the plate. The
next two men went out. Maine went out in or-
der. Bowdoin two, Maine nothing.
Third inning. Harris singled, went to second on
a pased ball, and was sacrificed to third by Stan-
wood. Files was out at first. Manter was passed
to first on balls. Harris tried to score on a short
passed ball but was caught at the plate by Smith.
Smith led off for Maine, and was out on a fly to
second. Ryan reached first on Purrington's muff
of his hard fly to right, but was thrown out trying
for second. Stanwood was passed to first and
reached second on a passed ball. He was thrown
out at the plate trying to score on another passed
ball, Bower to Files.
Fourth inning. Caldwell, the only Bowdoin
man to reach first in this inning, was caught steal-
ing second, Smith to Higgins. Chase led off with
a ground hit over first and went to second on a
wild pitch. Mayo's fly to left was handied by
McDade. Fulton was passed to first. Both run-
ners moved up on a passed ball, but were left, as
Cobb struck out and Higgins was thrown out by
Manter.
Fifth inning. Ryan was unable to locate the
plate and Purrington was passed to first, but was
cleverly caught off first by Mayo, who held the ball.
McDade struck out. Harris walked, Stanwood's
grounder took a bound and went over Cobb's
shoulder, both runners being safe. Files hit to
left field scoring Harris, Stanwood and Files
reaching third and second respectively on the
throw to head off Harris. Hits by Manter and
Bower scored three more runs. Caldwell hit over
second and Lawless ended the inning by a long
fly to Fulton. Smith hit a fly for Manter. Dow,
batting for Ryan, was passed to first. Stanwood
hit a fly to left that was captured by McDade.
Pond was passed but Harris caught Chase's in-
field fly. Bowdoin six, Maine nothing.
Sixth inning. McHale now went in to pitch for
Maine and started off poorly by hitting Purring-
ton. McDade was thrown out by Cobb. Harris
struck out but was safe as Richardson, who had
taken Smith's place at the beginning of this inning
dropped the third strike. Stanwood was out at
first. Files' fly was handled by Fulton. Maine
went out in order.
Seventh inning. Bowdoin went out in order.
Richardson reached first on Stanwood's error but
was left there, as the next two men were out on
flies to the outfield.
Eighth inning. Bowdoin scored three runs on
a combination of two hits and two bases on balls.
Lawless led off with a hit over second and stole
second. Purrington and McDade were passed, fill-
ing the bases. Harris struck out and Stanwood
was thrown out at first by Higgins, Lawless scor-
ing on the out. Files hit to right and the ball got
away from Fulton, Purrington and McDade going
home on the hit. Manter was out at first. Pond
led off for Maine with a hit over second, but was
forced on Chase's grounder to Harris. Mayo hit
to center and both runners moved up on a passed
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ball. With only one out and men on second and
third, it looked as thoughwMaine had a good chance
to score, but the next two men were easy outs.
Bowdoin nine, Maine nothing.
Ninth inning, Bowdoin and Maine both went
out in order.
The score:
BOWDOIN
ab r bh po a
Purington, rf 5 1 0 2 0 1
McDade If, 5 1 0 3 0 0
Harris, ss 5 1 2 2 4 0
Stanwood, lb 5 1 1 9 (1 0
Files, p 5 1 1 1 1 0
Manter, 2b 5 2 2 4 1 0
Bower, c 5 0 1 5 2 0
Caldwell, cf 
.5 1 2 1 0 0
Lawless, 3b 5 1 9 0 3 0
45 9 11 27 11 1
MAINE
ab r bh i)o e a
Stanwood, 2b 4 0 0 0 1 0
Pond, If 4 0 2 0 0 0
Chase, cf 4 0 1 1 1 0
Mayo, lb 4 0 2 12 0 0
Fulton, rf 4 0 0 2 0 1
Cobb, 3b 4 0 0 (1 2 0
Higgins, ss 4 0 0 1 2 0
Smith, c 2 0 0 8 4 0
Richardson, c 2 0 1 3 3 0
Ryan, p 1 0 0 0 2 0
McHale, p) 2 0 0 0 1 0
Dow* 1 0 0 0 0 0
36 0 6 27 13
*Batted for Ryan in 5th.
Bowdoin 0 2 0 0 4 0 0 3 0-9
Maine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0
Two base hits, Manter. Sacrifice hits, McDade, Stan-
wood, Bower. Stolen bases, Pond, Harris 2,Stanvvood,
Files, Manter, Caldwell, Lawless. Double play, Harris
and Stanwood. Left on bases, Maine 8, Bowdoin 6
Bases on balls, by Ryan 5, by McHale :;, by Files 5. Hit
by pitcher, by McHale, Purington. Struck out by Ryan
8, by McHale 5, by Files 5. Passed balls, Smith 1, Bower
3, Richardson 1. Wild pitch, Ryan. Time 2.10 Um-
pire, Hasset.
-+- -+- -+-
BATES — MAINE
The Maine-Bates baseball game tomorrow
should be a most interesting contest. The first
game this season between these two institutions
resulted in a victory for Maine by a score of 4-2.
Both teams are in fine condition and eager to
win. Bates will pitch Harriman or Phinney,
while Ryan or McHale will occupy the box for
Maine.
4-- 4- 
THE NEW ENGLAND MEET.
The New England Intercollegiate Track Meet
will be held this afternoon and tomorrow on Tech
Field, Brookline Mass. The eleven institutions
in the association will be represented by teams,
and good contests are expected to result.
Dartmouth, who has won the meet for the
past two seasons, is sure to be victorious again.
They have a well balanced team and hope to
score in every event.
Tech and Amherst, judging from meets held
this spring will fight it out for second place,with
Brown next.
Of the state teams, Maine and Bowdoin will
be represented there. If last Saturday's meet
counts for anything, both these institutions should
take points.
The team which will represent Maine tomorrow
will consist of Fortier, '10, in the half-mile and
mile runs, Dyer, '10, in the two mile event, Little-
field, '10, in the 220 and 440 yards dashes, Smith,
'11, in the two hurdles and Walden, '11, in the
discus throw.
THE TENNIS TEAM.
The Tennis Team, which is competing this
week against the representatives of the other
Maine colleges, is under a great handicap, owing to
lack of suitable practice. None of the courts were
ready for early playing, so that the candidates
were confined to indoor work. This required the
hurried picking of the team, but it is hoped that
the men will be successful in their efforts, especial-
ly as the tournament is being held here.
-4- 4- 4-
The Maine-Bowdoin baseball game, postponed
from May 9, will probably be played at Brunswick
May 29.
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CONCERT.
The Maine Musical Clubs will unite with
the Band in giving a concert on the Campus
tomorrow evening at eight o'clock.
The program will consist of the following se-
lections:
New Colonial March Hall
Band
Prince of India Farrard
Mandolin Club
Selections from Faust 
Band
Red Mill (Medley) Victor Herbert
Glee Club
Synthia's Waltzes 
Band
Imperial Two-step Bloomly
Banjo Orchestra
Selections Isle of Spice
Band
Cadet's Dream Lansing
Mandoiln Club
Boston Commandery March Carter
Band
Maine Stein Song Colcord, '07
Glee Club
DEUTSCHER VEREIN.
Thursday evening, May 14, the Deutscher
Verein held a regular meeting at the home of
Miss E. M. Ropes in Bangor. Officers for next
year were elected as follows ; President, B. F.
Brann, Vice President, J. H. Mason; Secretary,
Miss F. W. Huntington ; Treasurer, W. H. Gil-
bert ; Executive Committee, E. L. Towle.
The initiation of the new members, Miss
Huntington and Miss Bean, was an amusing
feature of the entertainment. Among new mem-
bers voted into the Verein were Earle S. Berry
and Cyrus Davis. It was decided to hold an
informal banquet at the Mt. Vernon House, the
Verein play which several members have been
working on to be given in conjunction with the
banquet. Refreshments were served, German
songs were sung and the guests left at a late
hour after a most delightful entertainment by
the young hostess.
THE 1909 PRISM.
The 1909 Prism, which appeared Wednesday,
is without doubt the best annual which has ever
been published by any class of the University.
The subject matter is excellent, the artistic
work is decidedly the kind which shows careful-
ness and real ability, there are new ideas in both
the review and the grind sections, the cuts are
clear and sharp and the work of the publishers is
of the best. Everything which could be done to
make the book a success has been provided for,
and any student who neglects the opportunity of
owning one of them will lose a remembrance of
his college days which he will surely regret.
Great credit is due the board of editors for the
completeness and worth of the annual, as a great
deal of work has been done and considerable time
spent in making it the success it is. It is a book
which can be shown with pride and one which
compares favorably with any like publication in
the country.
THE LITERATI.
The Literati held its regular meeting at seven
o'clock Tuesday evening, May 12, in the lecture
room of the Library. They were exceptionally
fortunate in having for the speaker Rev. David
N. Beech of the Bangor Theological Seminary.
Mr. Beech lectured upon the beauties of historic
Europe, and described vividly many places that he
had visited. He pictured with unusual clearness
many important places of interest, particularly
in England, France and Germany, describing
many spots of historic interest, among them being
the site of the Battle of Waterloo.
Dr. Beech is a man of remarkable personality
and the greatest interest was maintained through-
out the lecture, which was thoroughly enjoyed and
appreciated by all present.
Mrs. W. A. Nelson of Bangor was the Chapel
soloist Wednesday.
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NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE ATHLETIC
CONFERENCE.
A: conference of representatives from governing
—boards of athletics in New England colleges was
held at the Parker House, Boston, Friday and
Saturday, May 8 and 9. This meeting was called
by the New England colleges which belong to
the Inter-Collegiate Athletic Association of Am-
erica to discuss restrictions of athletic schedules,
summer baseball and other questions of general
interest. Invitations were extended to all New
England colleges, the only ones that did not accept
being Yale and Boston College. The representa-
tives appointed by Boston University were not
present.
Dean Briggs of Harvard presided Friday even-
ing, and a permanent organization was effected
Saturday forenoon. The officers elected were as
follows: Pres., Prof. F. W. Nicholson of Wesley-
an; Vice-Pres., W. F. Garcelon, Esq., of Harvard;
Sec. and Treas., H. G. Wild of Williams; Execu-
tive Committee, E. K. Hall, Esq., of Dartmouth,
Prof. R. K. Jones of U. of M., and the general offi-
cers.
A simple constitution was adopted with the
understanding that all meetings are for discussion
only and that no action will be taken at any time
that will be binding on any of the institutions con-
nected with the conference.
An expression of opinion showed that practic-
ally all those present were opposed to the con-
tinuance of basket ball as an intercollegiate sport
under its present rules. A committee was also ap-
pointed to ascertain facts and opinions concerning
summer baseball and the limitation of athletic
schedules. All of the Maine colleges were repre-
sented, the University of Maine by Hon. L. C.
Southard, '75, for the alumni, and Prof. Jones for
the faculty.
+ +
MEETING OF THE MAINE INTER-COL-
LEGIATE ATHLETIC BOARD.
Saturday, May 2nd, the Maine Inter-Collegiate
Athletic Board met at the West End Hotel, Port-
land. All the representatives were present with the
exception of Mr. Bassett, representing the alumni
of Colby College. The Secretary presented to the
board advance copies of the constitution and the
inter-collegiate agreement of November 26th, 1902.
This new edition covers the rulings of the board
upon questions that have been submitted to it dur-
ing its existence, and will be ready for distribution
within a few weeks. The recommendation which
the board makes relative to the appointment of
officials for football and baseball games and other
matters, will be printed in a later issue.
The representatives from Maine were the Hon.
L. C. Southard '75, representing the alumni; Prof.
Jones representing the faculty, and J. T. Kendrigan
'o8, President of the Athletic Association, for the
undergraduates.
Y. M. C. A. FINANCIAL CAMPAIGN.
The Y. M. C. A. opened, Monday May 11, a
canvass of all students to obtain money for the
current expenses of the association and for send-
ing 20 delegates to Northfield this year. The
canvass was put in the hands of about twenty fel-
lows who worked throughout the week with the
result that they obtained a large proportion of the
S350 needed. President Chandler, Vice President
Stover and Chairman Sargent of the finance com-
mittee had direct charge of the work. Reports
were handed in at meetings held each noon so that
the ground was closely covered and no man was
missed.
It is intended with a large part of this money- to
send twice as many representatives to Northfield
as were sent last year. This will probably be by
far the largest delegation sent from any of the
Maine colleges.
Johns Hopkins University at Baltimore has
made a departure from its old regulations and will
admit women students for the first time at the
beginning of the next college year. The change
was not carried through without some difference
of opinion, but the officers of the University are
said to be quite unanimously in favor of making
the University co-educational.
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ALUMNI ADVISORY COUNCIL.
A movement for some time has been in prog-
.:
greSs for establishing an Alumni Advisory Coun-
cil. For this purpose a committee of three,
consisting of Prof. J. M. Bartlett, '80, Prof. L.
H. Merrill, '83, and Prof. H. S. Boardman, '95,
were appointed to canvass the alumni and se-
cure an expression of their choice of men to be
represented in the Council for the first term. It
was purposed to haye this Advisory Council
consist of one representative elected from each
of the five colleges in the University and nine other
members at large, the object of the Council
being to bring the alumni in closer touch with
the activities and work of the University and
to have their co-operation and advice in matters
relative to the best interests of the institution.
It is hoped in this way to get a representative
expression of the alumni on all undertakings
and endeavors pertaining to the University's
welfare.
The selection of the first Council has now
been made, the method of choice being some-
what a process of elimination. The names of
a relatively large number of candidates were
first sent to the alumni and from this list the
men receiving the largest number of votes made
up another list from which the Council has been
chosen.
The final ballot has resulted in the election
of the following representatives of the alumni to
the Alumni Advisory Council :
College of Agriculture, W. H. Jordan, '75,
Geneva, N. Y.
College of Arts and Sciences, W. R. Howard,
'82, Farmington, N. H.
College of Law, Freeland Jones, '00, Bangor.
College of Pharmacy, no choice on account,
of a tie.
College of Technology, N. C. Grover, '90, New
York, N. Y.
At large— G. H. Hamlin, '73, Orono ; J. M.
Oak, '73, Bangor ; L. C. Southard, '75, Boston,
Mass.; A. H. Brown. '80, Old Town ; C. S. Bick-
ford, '82. Belfast ; Walter Flint, '82, Port De-
posit, Md. : E. H. Kelley, '90, Brewer ; G. E.
Thompson, '91, Orono, P. D. Sargent, '96,
Augusta.
The totai-number of votes cast was 311.
It is planned to have the first meeting of the
Council during Commencement Week, when
various matters will be taken up. If this organi-
zation can be made permanent and properly
maintained, it will unquestionably be a great
factor in promoting the interests and welfare
of the University.
Y. M. C. A. CONVENTION AT ROCKLAND.
A large delegation of Maine students attended
the state convention of the Young Men's Chris-
tian Association at Rockland, May t, 2, and 3.
About 250 representatives of many associations
in the state were present, and a number were
college and preparatory school men.
The convention opened with a largely attended
banquet in the. Arcade, at which the Maine yells
were loud among those going up and down the
tables. At the various meetings the men took
active part in the discussions, and President
Chandler gave an excellent talk on "Bible
Study, the only Safeguard of the Christian
Student" at the student conference.
Those present from Maine were Chandler 'o9,
Woodbury 'o9, Redman 'to, Stover '10, Good-
rich 'to, Whitmore '10, Winters 'to, Sargent
'ii, Richardson 'it, Eaton '10, Stickney
and Warren 'ii.
4- 4-
AGRICULTURAL CLUB.
The Agricultural Club held a meeting May 14
and elected the following officers for the ensuing
year: President, C. W. Barber, '09; Vice Presi-
dent, R. W. Redman, '10; Secretary, L. B. Boston,
'11; and Treasurer, C. M. Merrill, '11.
A. K. Gardner '10, was chosen as chairman of a
committee to have in charge a smoker for next
Tuesday.
±
Sprague, '05, gave a cello solo in Chapel May 12
as special music.
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MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
SOCIETY
At the regular meeting of the Mechanical and
Electrical Society held in the Chapel Thursday
morning, May 14, the club was very fortunate
in having for the speaker Mr. E. E. Palmer, who
graduated from Maine in '99. Mr. • Palmer is
from the Boston office of the General Electric
Co. and took for the subject of his lecture "Motor
Application to the Mechanical Plants." He
took up in detail the extensive application of
electricity to-day in operating mills and manu-
facturing plants in preference to purely
mechanical power. He gave as an example the
textile mills of Columbia, S. C., where electric
motor power was put in about fourteen years
ago by the General Electric Co. The machinery
is today apparently in as good condition as
when first installed. He also cited many other
illustrations and gave statistics showing how
prevalent this mode of power supply and trans-
mission is becoming, among them being the
manufacturing plants in the Piedmont district
and in Washington.
The success of the plant in Columbia, S. C.,
installed approximately fourteen years ago, was
the signal for the installation of electrical power
in a large number of mills, until at present 13%
of the textile mills of the United States are
operated by this means.
The Generel Electric Company are it present
constructing a number of 6,000 horse power
motors for various industrial plants.
The advantage of using electrical power is
self-evident in many ways. One of the most
important is in the ease with which it can be
transmitted, This last fact makes it possible to
locate the industrial plant in the most advan-
tageous position possible, and further, it is of
advantage in arranging the interior of the works.
Mr. Palmer next brought out the prevalence
in the use of the numerous small motors in prefer-
ence to fewer larger ones. Extensive practice
has proved the great economy of this policy in
almost all industrial processes. Seven or eight
years ago the average size was 65 horse power,
while at present the average is something like
-•••••••,
35 horse power. In this scheme there is usually
a separate motor for each machine or any size.
About two thirds of the electrical power used
to-day in industrial works are rented. This is
advantageous to the producer as well as to the
user. In the case of the former it brings in so
much more profit, for these power plants usually
have for their main object the furnishing of
power for lighting purposes. In the latter case
the manufacturer is not obliged to possess the
capital necessary for running a special power
plant of his own and can•use this extra amount
in the enlargement of his business itself.
Mr. Palmer brought out especially the great
advantage of electrical power produced by
harnessing our water priveleges. The advantages
of this method of producing power are many.
The danger of exhausting the fuel supply for
coming generations is great in the extreme, and
the enormous saving in fuel consumption caused
by the introduction of electrical energy de-
veloped by hydraulic means is a matter of many
millions of tons of coal and a great many more
dollars. As an illustration of this Mr. Palmer
cited in closing, the almost inexhaustible source
of energy represented by the Niagara Falls alone
which, when properly harnessed could furnish
power capable of being transmitted even to New
York City.
The large attendance vigorously applauded at
the conclusion of Mr. Palmers lecture, and in
appreciation, a vote of thanks was given hint.
-+- 4-
V. W. C. A. CANDY SALE.
The young ladies of the Y. W. C. A. held a
very successful candy sale in room 11, Coburn
Hall, Thursday afternoon and evening May 14.
Miss M. E. Chase had chirge of the sale and those
at the four tables were the Misses Merrill, Phil-
brook, Gilbert, Bumps, Young, and Averill.
About 75 pounds of candy were prepared and
during the sale more was made with a chafing-
dish by Miss Knight. All the candy was sold
and about twenty eight dollars were added to
the fund for sending two delegates to the Y. W.
C. A. convention at Silver Bay, N. Y., the last
part of June.
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ALUMNI.
'75.
L. C. Southard represented the alumni at the
recent athletic conference of New England Col-
leges. He was appointed a member of the com-
mittee to prepare a constitution and nominate
officers.
'82.
Chas. S. Bickford, for some years president of
the Belfast School Board, was the only member of
his party to escape defeat at the recent municipal
election. 'AIr. Bickford has also recently been
elected chairman of the trustees of the Belfast
Library.
'99.
Di. Geo. L. Hilton has beenchosenas amember
of the Bangor Board of Health.
,00.
D. H. Perkins, who has been for some years
principal of the Skowhegan High School, has been
appointed Superintendent of Schools in that city.
'02.
Ralph Whittier, who has been with the first
National Bank of Bangor, has been elected treas-
urer of the Penobscot Savings Bank of Bangor.
'05
Edwin F. Bearce has gone to Grand Falls,
Newfoundland where he will take charge of
erecting the structural steel for a large pulp mill
that is to be built there.
Bartle T. Harvey, who has been visiting at
his home in Orono, has returned to the woods
where he is employed as forester by the Great
Northern Paper Co.
'o6
Thomas H. Reynolds is engaged as repair
clerk in the main office of the Oxford Paper Co.
Mr. Reynold's P. 0. address is Ridlonville, Me.
'07
E. H. Hussey recently passed the civil service ex-
amination of the State of New York, taking third
place among over two hundred. E. D. Bean also
passed this examination.
Ex. 'o9
Mr. Carle B. Estabrooke has recently been
elected to membership of the Porto Rican Casino.
This insular club is composed of the members
of the highest class of society of Porto Rico, and
very few Americans have ever had the honor of
ing admtted to it.
-+- -f- -+-
LOCALS.
Last Wednesday afternoon State Inspector
General Davis, in company with Capt. Ansell,
U. S. A., and Generals Smith and Mitchell of
Bangor, reviewed the military batallion on Alum-
ni Field. The inspection ran off smoothly and
with much credit to the officers and cadets. All
college exercises closed at 2.15 o'clock and the
review was witnessed by a large number of stu-
dents and visitors. The companies were marked
on their appearance and the ratings will count in
the final rank.
Many Maine men who have left the University
journeyed to Brunswick last Saturday to see the
meet, and incidentally to shake hands with their
college friends.
Several of the fellows took part in an extensive
vaudeville show, given in Bangor last Friday
evening. Maine banners, Maine blue, Maine
songs, Maine cheers and Maine men were very
very much in prominence during the evening.
The entertainment was under the direction of
Mrs. R. K. Jones.
Miss Florence Harvey, 'o9, has left college
for the remainder of the term to teach in the
Milford Grammar School.
The engagement of Miss Gladys E. Fellowes to
Prof. Gustav F. Wittig has been announced.
Prof. H. M. F,stabrooke was in Boston last
week representing this University at a meeting of
the Board of Uniform English Entrance Re-
quirements in New England colleges.
The engagement of Miss Grace Waterman of
Bangor to Mr. Charles A. G. Blossom, '08, has
been announced.
-am.....426...V.S.....1MAJIMIN Arai .....11•••••••••••••
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INTERCOLLEGIATE ITEMS.
According to the 1907 Howitzer, the annual
publication of each successive first year class at
West Point, there arc seven ty.six fraternity men
men in the institution. Those in the lead, nu-
merically, are Sigma Alpha Epsilon, with eleven;
Phi Delta Theta, with six; Sigma Chi, with five;
Delta Kappa Epsilon, with five; and Beta Theta
Pi with four.
At a recent convention of university presidents
held in Chicago resolutions were adopted to the
effect that congress should be petitioned to ap-
propriate the sum of $500,000 for the establish-
ment of a national university for the purpose of
training graduates in the many lines of govern-
mental work.
While several of our American universities and
colleges are celebrating their fiftieth and one hun-
dredth anniversaries, the Mohammedan Univer-
sity at Cairo, Egypt, is celebrating its one thous-
andth anniversary. None of us can look forward
to the celebration of the one thousandth anniver-
sary of an American university, and in the face of
rapid Amerian advancement, guess what will be
the status of university education at that time.
The Engineering Record, discussing the subject
of technical education, takes the attitude that
American technical schools are doing too much
specialization. "It would be far better if much
more attention were given in the fundamental, gen-
eral principles underlying all engineering pre-
cisely as do law and medical schools. Engineers
should be well educated, and thereby would be-
come more effective specialists."
President Hamilton of Tufts College, in an ad-
dress delivered recently before the meeting of a
trade organization expressed the following opinion
concerning the function of a university in the edu-
cation of a man for his subsequent work: "The
purpose of the college," said he, "is not to train
a man so that he can go out and begin the direc-
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tion of any particular kind of business, but it is
the creation of a man with a certian type of men-
tal equipment—the giving of those qualities of
mind- and to a certain degree of character and
temperament which will enable him to learn the
business or profession he is to pursue, and to pur-
Bowdoin College sustained a sad loss Wed-sue it with more success and carry it farther than
nesday, when Prof. Lee of that institution died inhe could be expected to do without that equip- •
Portland. Prof. Lee had been connected with thement.
college since 1876 and was third in rank of the
The faculty at Washington University have Bowdoin professors in length of service. His
evidently been guilty of the practice of the habit death was a sad bereavement
of making extra long assignments of work be-
cause of a holiday. Student Life has taken up the
matter in the following pointed editorial: "Every-
body ought to object strenuously when a teacher
piles up work on account of a holiday. What's
the use of a holiday if it isn't a holiday ?
The University of Missouri has now passed the
2,500 mark in her enrollment. Two years ago she
had an enrollment of 2,000. These figures are
evidence of the enormous growth of American
universities and of the increase in the percentage
of college graduates in modern business life. Presi-
dent King of Purdue University thinks he sees
danger to his institution in the rapid increase in
the number of students and particularly in the
increasing percentage of women. At the present
time over half of Purdue's students are girls and
President King favors limiting the total enroll-
ment to 1,000 and limiting the proportion of
women.
a registered and chartered undergraduate of an
university.
PROF. LEE OF BOWDOIN COLLEGE.
The students of the Agricultural and Mechani-
cal College at Fort Worth Texas, are in open
insurrection, demanding the removal of President
Harrington. It is seldom that an American col-
lege goes so far as to openly demand the removal
of its President.
College flunking is not ordinarily esteemed
very beneficial, but to W. C. Kemp of Columbia
University it pays $2,500 a year. Kemp has
flunked six times in chemistry and five times
in each higher mathematics and astronomy. He
has succeded for 27 years in not graduating in
Columbia. This peculiar incident is due to a
will made by an uncle in which he left Kemp
an annuity of $2,500 as long as he remained
to all his friends.
COLLEGE POST-OFFICE.
MAILS ARRIVE.
8.45 A. M.  
5.00 P M 
7-45 P. m
MAILS LEAVE.
• 10.30 A. M.
 5.00 P. M. 
745 P M
Did You Know
That men of good taste patronize THE
FLORIST liberally? Then fall in line
with "Maine" men and come .own to see
us more often. IP %iv
FRESH CUT FLOWERS
FOR ANY OCCASION
4611a4141.11.114.41.6461i161.11
FRANK P. LANE
. . . FLORIST . . .
Columbia Street Winter Garden
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UNDERGRADUATE DIRECTORY.
Athletic Association-President, J. T. Kendrigan ;
secretary, E. L. Towle.
Football - Manager, R. C. Harmon; captain, H. P.
Higgins.
Baseball-Manager, L. F. Pike; captain, N. II.
Mayo.
Basketball - Manager, H. L. Farwell; captain, J.
G. Scales.
Track Athletics-Manager, E. W. Morton; captain,
C. P. Meserve.
Tennis-Manager, G. E. Torrey.
Manager of Musical Clubs- B. L. Roberts.
Glee Club - Leader, F. C. Richardson.
Mandolin Club- Leader, R. H. Morrison.
Banjo Club- Leader, C. S. Phinuey.
U. of M. Band-Under management of Military
Department, R. J. Smith, Leader.
Orchestra -Manager, W. H. Andrews; leader, W.
I. Kimball.
THE MAINE CAMPUS-Business Manager W. D.
Trask; editor-in-chief, L. R. Lord.
The Blue Book -Business Manager, H. E. Sutton;
editor-in-chief, L. F. Pike
"The Prism" - Business Manager, H. E. Sutton;
editor-in-chief, W. L. Emerson.
Maine Law Review-Editor-in-chief, W. P. Hamilton;
managing editor, R. T. Fitz-Randolph.
Press Club -Preaident, Prof. Carr; secretary, W. A.
Sturtevant.
Dramatic Club - President. L. R. Lord; manager,
D. S. J. Smith.
Debating Club -President, J. W. Gerrity; Manager,
C. C. Johnson.
The Literati - President, G. R. Sweetser; Secretary,
Florence P. Chase.
Deutscher Verein - President, L. R. Lord; secretary,
Irene C. Richardson,
Senior Class- Ptesident, J. A. Gannett; stcretary,
Sarah E. Brown.
Junior Class - President, E. L. Towle; seer( tary,
Irene C. Richardson.
Sophomore Class-President, E. S. Berry ; secretary,
Edith I,. Jordan.
Freshman Class - President, L. E. 1)rew. secretary,
Florence E. Brown.
The Y. M. C. A.-President, I). Chase; secretary,C. C. Johnson.
Electrical and Mechanical Society-President, F.1). Knight; secretary, II. A. Rich.
Junior Civil Engineering Society - President, G. E.
Torrey.
Agricultural Club - President, J. S. Irish ; Secre-
tary, A. S. Cook.
FACULTY DIRECTORY.
President Fellows, office hours, 11-12 A. M., Alumni
Hall.
Dean Hart, 8.45 to 9.45 A. M. and 2.30 to 3.30 P. M.
daily, Alumni Hall.
Dean Stevens, 8.45 A. M. to 9.45 except Tuesdays,
1.3o to 4.30 Tuesdays and Thursdays. Wingate Hall.
Dean Hurd, 11-12 A. m.,Horticultural Building;
6-7 P. M., residence, campus.
Director Woods, 10 to 12 A. m. daily, Holmes Hall.
Dr. Reynolds, 9-1z A. m., daily, Alumni Hall.
University Office, general information, 8.00-12.00
A. M. 1.30-3.00 P. M.
Secretary, 8.00, 12.00, A. M. 1.30-3.00 P. M.
Capt. W. S. Brown, 9.00 to 12.00 A. M., Alumni
Hall.
Treasurer, 8.30-12 A. M. 1.30-5.00 P. NI., AlumniHall.
Physical Director. - Dr P. L. Reynolds; office hours
8.30 to II.00 A. M. 2.30 to 4.30 P. M. room 8 Alumni
Hall.
Library Hours - 8 to 12 A. M., 1.30 to 5.30 P. M.
to 9.30 P. m., Daily. Sundays. 2 to 5.00 P. M.
Y. M. C. A. Information Bureau- Coburn Hall -
Hours: 8.45 A. M. to 12.00 N1.; 3.30 to 4.30 1'. M.
TRAIN SERVICE.
7.00
BANGOR TO OLD TOWN.
Trains leave Bangor at 3.50, 7.30, 8.30, 11.45 A. M.1.20, 2.30, 3.30, 5.30, 6.20, 11.10 P. M. Mt. Hope, t7.35,8.35,111.50 A. m; $1.25, $2.35, $5.35, 1-6.25 P. NI. Veazie,7.38, 8.38, 11.53, A. M; 1.28, 2.38, 5.38, 6.28, 11.18 P. M.Basin Mills, 7.45, 8.45, 12.00 A. M; 1.35, 2.45, 5.45, 6.35,11.25 P. M. Orono, 1-4.05, 7.48, 8.48, 12.03, A. M; 1.38,2.48. c3.45, 5 48, 6.38, 11.28 P. M. Webster, 7.50, 8.50,12.05 A. am; 1.41, 2.51, 5.50, 6.40, 11.30 P. M. GreatWorks, 7.56, 8.56, 12.11 A. M; 1.47, 2.57, 5.56, 6.46,11.37 P. M. Old Town, 4.14, 8.00, 9.00, 12.15 A. M ; 1.50,3.00, 3.55, 6.00, 6.50, 11.40 P. M.
OLD TOWN TO BANGOR.
Trains leave Old Town at 6.15, 9.00, 10.30 A. M ;12 50, 1.30, 2.40, 3.45, 5.45, 7.00, 11.35 P. M. GreatWorks, 6.19, 9.04, 10.34 A. M; 1.34, 2.44, 3.49, 5.49,7.04 P. M. Webster, 6.25, 9.10, 10.40 A. M; 1.40, 2 50,3.55, 5.55, 7.10 P. M. Orono, 6.27, 9.12, 10.42 A. M;t1.00, 1.42, 2.52, 3.57, 5.57, 7.12, 111.44 P. M. BasinMills, 6.30, 9.15, 10.45 A. M ; 1.45, 2 55, 4.00, 6.00, 7.15P. M. Veazie, 6.37, 9 22, 10.52; 1.52, 3.02, 4.07, 6.07,7.22 P. M. Mt. Hope, 1-6.39, $9.24. 1-10.54 A. M;1.3.04, 1-4.09, 1-6.09, $7.24 P. M. Bangor, 6 45, 9.30, 11.00A. M; 1 15, 2.00, 3.10, 4.15, 6.15, 7.30, 11.59 P. M.1-Stops on signal or on notice to Conductor. (-Stopsto leave but not to take passengers.
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BUY THE
1909 PRISM
NOW ON SALE AT THE
COLLEGE STORE
C. F. NICHOLS' DRUG STORE
ORONO
MUTTY'S PHARMACY
OLD TOWN
E. F. DILLINGHAM
BANGOR
SPECIAL attention is called to the Novel Junior History, the two3-Color Plates, the Views of the Campus and the BigDual Meet.
HARRY E. SUTTON, Business Manager, Orono, Me.
PRICE, $2.00 PREPAID, $2.25
THE MAINE CAMPUS
W. C. MUTTY
THE FRIEND OF ALL "MAINE" MEN
TOBACCO
FOR THOSE
QUIET HOURS
IN THE STUDY
ROOM.
CANDY
WHEN YOU
HAVE THAT
CALL TO
MAKE.
EVERYTHING ELSE TO KEEP YOU
WELL AND HAPPY
The Drug Store Where the Cars Stop
OLD TOWN, MAINE.
Special attention given to
Thesis Work
Prompt. Accurate Work. Reasonable Prices.
11AY CURRAN O'LEARY
Public Stenographer
STERNS BUILDING, EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR
Day Telephone, 1105-11 Evening Telephone, 744-3
MR. TECHNICAL MAN
Before you tie up with a position or even con-
sider an offer from any source, let us know of
your training and education and the position you
desire.
We have special departments for technical
men in our twelve offices and offer you immedi-
ate consideration for a number of unusual tech-
nical openings. Not the ordinary college and
apprenticeship jobs, but desirable openings, of-
fering opportunities for advancement. Write us
today.
HAPGOODS
The National Organization Brain Brokers)
BROADWAY AND DUANE ST., NEW YORK
TRADK MARK
FLAVORING EXTRACTS
are made from the very finest material
HAVE YOU TRIED THEM?
Students:
Please mention THE CAMPUS when
patronizing our advertisers, as it will
greatly assist us.
ORONO DRUG CO.
We Carry the Famous Utopian Chocolates
There is nothing that is more thoroughly enjoyed than a box of
dainty luscious sweets.
Try Them! They Will Please You!
Orono Drug Co., P. H. HOULIHAN, ManagerOrono, Maine.
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